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Does this represent YOUR classroom??
Want to turn it into something like THIS????
Many Teachers Have Done It......So Can You - Through.....

PROJECT BASED LEARNING

Learning in Action
LET’S SEE WHAT EDUCATORS AROUND THE WORLD ARE DOING.......
What is Project Based Learning?

- Helps in ‘Flipping the classroom’
- Teacher centric to Student centric approach
- Integrated curriculum method
- Real life problems – Real Life Solutions
- Learning by doing
Why Project Based Learning?

• Skill based
• Multi Discipline
• Engages and motivates students
• In depth investigation
• Life skills
• Indirect approach
KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER PROCESS THROUGH PBL
Types of Projects

• Individual Vs. Group

• Technology Vs. Skill building

• Problem solving Vs Researching
For Whom Is It Appropriate?

- Appropriate for **ALL** Age groups
- For **ALL** the subjects
- For **ALL** ability groups
Where Do You Get Project Ideas From?

• You know your students, their abilities, their interests.....**YOU** are the best source

• Internet Sites like E-Pals, PBL online, Edutopia

• Colleagues or teachers from other schools

• Conferences like this one
Role of Teacher in Project Based Learning

- Facilitator
- Behind the curtain role
- Driving force
- Director of the show
You Need To Have Following Qualities

Project Based Learning and ICT

PBL and ICT are closely connected. ICT provides the tools to enhance

• Creativity
• Connection
• Collaboration
• Critical Thinking
Sharing My Experiences

Different Projects with different objectives

• Building Electronic Portfolio of:
  – Virtual Investment Portfolio
  – RPP
  – Running of canteen
  – Management Book Review
  – Project ShutterBug
  – Innovative product and Marketing Competition
  – Galaxy Bazaar
Galaxy Bazaars Initiative

- Big Business Bang 2005-06
- Galaxy Bazaar 2006-07
- Galaxy Bazaar Reloaded 2008-09
- Galaxy Bazaar Unleashed 2009-10
- Galaxy Bazaar Carnival 2010-11
- Galaxy Bazaar Ignited 2011-12
How It All Started?????

• Class before Galaxy Bazaar
The Objectives Behind This Project

Academic

Life Skills

Interpersonal
THE JOURNEY CALLED

GALAXY BAZAAR
Sharing of Photographs Of The Event
Sharing Of Experiences

• Things Learnt from Galaxy Bazaar Experience on their own Electronic Portfolio which is connected with Teacher’s Classroom for the whole world to see and give feedback on.

http://sites.google.com/site/bijaldamaniseclassroom/
Thank You!

Institution: The Galaxy Education System, India
Email: bijaldamani@gmail.com
E-classroom: http://sites.google.com/site/bijaldamaniseclassroom/